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LISTEN HERE
NEW ALBUM
Copenhagen-based gypsy jazz quartet Gypsy Vendetta has just released their debut album, titled
Odd Club Copenhagen.
The new album consists entirely of original compositions that mix the gypsy style with inspiration
from modern jazz and Balkan. The band is clearly very well acquainted with the traditional gypsy
jazz style, and the line-up is classic with guitars, violin and bass. However, the band seeks to
challenge the genre and explore new directions in terms of harmonies, melodies and influences
from other genres. This exploration takes the listener through lightning fast pieces, crooked
melodies, beautiful ballads and to the kind of vibe that reminds you of an old gangster movie.
The current album is an interesting fresh take on the vibrant and expressive gypsy jazz – which is
a genre that in general has experienced a wave of growing interest internationally in recent years.
With the new release Gypsy Vendetta has given their solid contribution to this development.

BIO
The band Gypsy Vendetta has been around since 2011. The group has always played the traditional
repertoire with strong roots in legendary gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt. Along the way the
orchestra has composed its own material, which sticks to tradition, however also explores new
directions. Over the years, Gypsy Vendetta has played many hundreds of concerts, mostly around
Denmark. Despite the narrow, niche-like character of gypsy jazz, the reach of the music very
wide, and the band has played everything from the country’s large and small venues to street
parties, festivals and a lot more. In addition, Gypsy Vendetta has done a lot of gigs and tours in
collaboration with the popular Danish troubadour Bo Evers.
Anders Nilou - guitar
Rasmus Rude - guitar
Alfkil Thorbjørn Wennermark - violin
Emil Brun Madsen - kontrabas
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